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CHAPTER 6. ELECTRICAL
6-1. IGNITION SYSTEM
A. Capacitor Discharge Ignition (C.D.I.)
A capacitor discharge ignition (C.D.I.) system
eliminates the need for a mechanical contact
breaker, and its inherent disadvantages. A
simple electronic circuit using a large storage
capacitor and a thyristor (Silicon Control
Rectifier) provides a correctly-timed, highintensity voltage to the spark plug.
1. Method of ignition operation

The magnetic circuit is formed by the
pulser core, boss, flywheel and magnetic flux varies, and according to the
variations, a voltage is produced in the
pulser coil.

Flywheel

The .voltage generated by the charge
coil is rectified by D1 (diode) and flows
in the direction -» thus charging C
(condenser). On the other hand, the
voltage generated by the pulser coils is
rectified by D2 then applied to SCR as a
gate signal.
When the gate signal reaches the trigger level, SCR becomes conductive,
thus allowing C to discharge its stored
current. The current flows in the direction—->. This change in the current
generates a high surge of voltage in the
secondary winding of the ignition coil,
thus causing a spark to jump.

Boss

The voltage is generated in the pulser
coil, and when it reaches the trigger
level, the SCR becomes conductive,
thus causing the capacitor to discharge
and to induce a spark jump at the spark
plug..
Method of ignition advance
This system is equipped with pulser coil
(L2), which generates the pulse voltage
as illustrated below. And its signal has
a rise slope and the voltage of the signal
becomes greater with the increase of
engine speed.

Volt
1. Charge coil
2. Pulser coil
3. Condenser

L2

4. Ignition coil
5. Sparkplug

2. Generation of pulses
A magnetic circuit is produced by using
the magnet on the rotor, and pulses are
generated, according to the magnitude
of voltage produced in the pulser coil by
the variations in the magnetic flux.

Crank angle
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The SCR becomes conductive when the
signal voltage exceeds a certain level
(trigger level). The ignition timing differs
with the signal voltage, which in turn
changes with engine speed. (Show
below)

Pulser coil

(W/R)20fi±10%

Charge coil

(B/R)295fl±10%
White/Red

r£}£

Pocket tester

Volt

\

,1-High engine speed

I

rH

Black/Red

Middle engine speed
Low engine speed

Q: —
Ttr

C.D.I, magneto

• Trigger voltage
(0.7 volt)

T.D.C.

Crank angle

B. Wiring Connections
The wiring between the magneto, C.D.I, unit,
and ignition coil uses couplers to prevent any
wrong connection.
When connecting the ground circuit and the
ignition coil, particular care should be taken.
If these are connected wrong, the C.D.I, unit
will become inoperative.
1. Wiring Notes
a. Connection must be done accurately.
Special care is required for connection
of the ground circuit and ignition coil.
b. The C.D.I, unit and ignition coil should
be installed in the specified positions. If
position is to be changed, a dry and air
place should be selected. Keep free
from mud and water.
c. To remove the rotor, be sure to use the
flywheel magneto puller. Avoid using a
hammer, or the rotor may be damaged.
d. Handle the C.D.I, unit with special care.
If you should drop it, the incorporated
electronic components will be damaged.
C. Checking the Magneto Charge Coil
and Pulser Coil
The resistance of the magneto charge coil
and pulser coil are as specified below. To
locate the cause of trouble (broken coil,
short-circuit etc.), measure the resistance
across eac lead as shown in chart.

O. Ignition Timing
See Chapter 2-5 for Ignition Timing
E. Spark Gap Test
The entire ignition system can be checked for
misfire and weak spark using the Electro
Tester. If the ignition system will fire across a
sufficient gap, the engine ignition system can
be considered good. If not, proceed with
individual component tests until the problem
is found.
1. Warm up engine thoroughly so that all
electrical components are at operating
temperature.
2. Stop engine and connect tester as
shown.

1. Electro-tester
2. Plug wire from coil
3. Sparkplug

't

V

m

3. Start engine and increase spark gap
until misfire occurs. (Test at various
rpm's between idle and red line.)

""•"

(D
Minimum spark gap: 6 mm (0.24 in)

(D

®

F. Ignition Coil
1. Coil spark gap test.
a. Remove frame cover and disconnect
ignition coil from wire harness and
spark piug.
b. Connect Electro Tester as shown.

M )
i

>

ar

Pocket-tester
(Set the tester on "Resistance ilx 1 " Position)
Primary coil resistance value
Secondary coil resistance value
Ground
Ignition coil

Primary coil resistance

1

Secondary coil resistance

1.6fi±10%

6.6KQ±20%

a t 2 0 ° C (68°F)

at 2 0 ° C (68°F)

G. Spark Plug
The life of a spark plug and its discoloring
vary according to the habits of the rider. At
each periodic inspection, replace burned or
fouled plugs with suitable ones determined
by the color and condition of the bad plugs.
One machine may be ridden only in urban
areas at low speeds; another may be ridden
for hours at high speed. Confirm what the
present plugs indicate by asking the rider
how long and how fast the rides. Recommend a h o t standard, or cold plug type accordingly. It is actually economical to install
new plugs often since it will tend to keep the
engine in good condition and prevent excessive fuel consumption.
1. How to "read" a spark plug (condition)

Battery

Connect fully charged battery to tester,
d. Turn on spark gap switch and increase
gap until misfire occurs.
Minimum spark gap: 7 mm (0.28 in)

a. Best condition:
When the porcelain
around the center electrode is a light
tan color.
b. If the electrodes and porcelain are black
and somewhat oily, replace the plug
with a hotter type for low speed riding.
c. If the porcelain is burned or glazed
white and/or the electrodes are partially
burned away, replace the plug with a
colder type for high speed riding.

Coil winding resistance tests
Use a Pocket Tester or equivalent ohmmeter to determine resistance and continuity of primary and secondary coil
windings.
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2. Inspection
Instruct tltie rider to:
a. Inspect amd clean the spark plug at least
every 6 months.
b. Clean the electrodes of carbon and
adjust the electrode gap.
c. Be sure to use the proper reach plug as
a replacement to avoid overheating,
fouling or piston damage.
Spark plug type:
BP4HS(NGK)
Spark plug gap: (use wire gap gauge)
0.6 ~ 0.7 mm (0.024 ~ 0.028 in)

b. Turn ignition switch to ON position,
start engine and note voltage and
amperage readings.
c. Switch to night time (lights on) and note
voltage and amperage readings.

'2,'
1. Changing current (A) 2. Battery voltage (V)

NOTE:
1
First check fot ignition timing and intake air
leaks before changing spark plug types.
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6-2. CHARGING SYSTEM
A. Charging Circuit Test
1. Charging output test
a. Connect tester as shown.

1

2

3

4

5

3

7

8

Engine speed (x 1.000 r/min)

If the indicated voltage and amperage
cannot be reached, perform the tests in
step 2.
Charging coil resistance test
Check the resistance between terminal
and ground. If resistance is out of specification, coil is broken. Check the coil
connections. If the coil connections are
good, then the coil is broken inside and
it should be replaced.

i.:

Charging coil resistance:
V: ?'

Ground to white lead:
0.38G±10%/20°C(68°F)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rectifier
Fuse
Battery
Set the tester in "DC VCjLTAGE" position

Ipi
3

r!

: r•

r-CAUTION:
The silicon rectifier can be damaged if
subject to overcharging. Special care
should be taken to avoid a shortcircuit
and/or reversed connections of the positive and negative leads at the battery.
Never connect the rectifier directly to
the battery to make a continuity check.

White/Red

Black/Red

NOTE:
This rectifier test must be checked with both
normal and reversed connections.

C. Battery
1. Checking
a. If battery sulfation (white accumulations) occurs on plates due to lack of
battery electrolyte, the battery should
be rplaced.
b. If the bottoms of the cells are filled with
corrosive material falling off the plates,
the battery should be replaced.
c. If the battery shows the following defects, it should be replaced:
1)The voltage will not rise to a specific
value even after many hours of charging.
2) No gassing occurs in any cell during
charging.
3) The battery requires a charging voltage of more than 8.4V in order to
supply a current of 0.4 for 10 hours.
2. Service life
The service life of a battery is usually 2
to 3 years, but lack of care as described
below will shorten the life of the battery.
Negligence in keeping battery topped
off with distilled water.
Battery being left discharged.
Over-charging with heavy charge.
d. Freezing.
e. Filling with water containing impurities.
f. Improper charging voltage/current on
new battery.

(Set tester at "R x 1 " position)

B. Checking Silicon Rectifier
1. Normal connection: connect the tester's
red lad (4-) to the silicon rectifier's red
point, and connect the tester's black
lead (—) to the rectifier's white point.
2. Check with reversed connections: Reverse the tester leads.
Rectifier

,i PI I
(Red>y

IJTwhite)

LUi
POCKETTESTERl

~^\
L L J | ® ^ ^ @|J
(Set tester at "Rx100" position)
— > Normal connection
"* Reversed connection

Replace

Good

Normal
connection

Reversed
connection

~7

\rji

©-1DOH*

©•o
i ou°

©..ootf

©-.00C*

vj

m

@-'o«i;

T6
©•10011°

6-fi

Battery

6V,'4AH

Electrolyte

Specific gravity:

Initial charging
current

0 . 2 6 A / 1 5 hours (new battery)

Recharging
current

/ Refill fluid
Refill period

1.260

Blue

0 . 4 A / 1 0 hours

Headlight >

I (or until specific gravity
Pocket tester

reaches 1.260)
I Distilled water
I (to maximum level line)
Check once per month
J (or more often, as required)

3. Storage
If the motorcycle! is not to be used for a long
time, remove the battery and have it stored.
The following instructions should be observed by shops equipped with charger.
1. Recharge the battery once a month.
2. Store the batte ry in a cool, and dry place.
3. Recharge the] battery before reinstallation.

Set tester at "AC20" position)
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>

6
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>
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r-WARIMING:
See page 2-9 for battery treatment.
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6-3 LIGHTING A|ND SIGNAL SYSTEMS
A. Lighting Test^ and Checks — A.C.
Circuit
1. A.C. Circuit Oiitput Test
With all A.C. lights in operation the
circuit will be balanced and the voltage
will be the sarrjie at all points at a given
r/min.
Switch Pocket Tester to "AC20V" position.
Connect positive ( + ) test lead to blue
Connection and negative ( —) test lead
to a good ground.
Start engine, tuirn on lights and check
y/oltage at each engine speed.
If measured vo tage is too high or too
low, check for pad connections, damaged wires, burned out bulbs or bulb
capacities that are too large throughout
the A.C. lighting3 Pi
circuit.

1
0

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Engine speed (x 1,000 r/min)

NOTE:
This voltage test can be made at any point
throughout the A.C. lighting circuit and the
readings should be the same as specified
above.
2. Lighting Coil Resistance Check
If voltage is incorrect in A.C. lighting circuit, check the resistance of the yellow
wire windings of the lighting coil.
a. Switch Pocket Tester to "R x 1 " position and zero meter.
b. Connect positive ( + ) test lead to blue
wire from magneto and negative ( —)
test lead to good ground on engine.
Read the resistance on ohms scale.
Connect magneto and negative ( —) test
lead to a good ground on engine. Read
the resistance on ohms scale.

,M

Blue.

a.
b.

• White/Red

n

n

—Black/Red

c.
White

Pocket tester

<0*

4.
a
b

(Set tester at "R x 1 " position)

c.
Lighting coil resistance
Ground to Blue lead
0.28fl±10%/20°C(68°F)

d.

3. If A.C. lighting circuit components
check out properly but circuit voltage is
still excessive, go to charging circuit
checks. The two circuits share a common source coil. If voltage is low in
charging circuit due to a defective battery, rectifier or connection, voltage will
be too high in lighting circuit.
B. Lighting Tests and Checks —
Circuit

5.
a.
b.

D.C.

The battery provides power for operation of
the horn, tail light, stop light, and flasher
light. If none of the above operates, always
check battery voltage before proceeding
further. Low battery voltage indicates either
a faulty battery, low battery water, or a
defective charging system. See section 6-2
Charging System, for checks of battery and
charging system. Also check fuse condition.
Replace "open" (blown) fuses.
1. Horm does not work:
a. Check for 6V on brown wire to horn.
b. Check for good grounding of horn (pink
wire) when horn button is pressed.
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Brake light does not work:
Check bulb.
Check for 6V on yellow wire to brake
light.
Check for 6V on brown wire to each
brake light switch (front brake switches).
Tail light does not work:
Check bulb.
Check for 6V on blue wire.
Check for ground on black wire to
tail/brake light assembly.
Flasher light(s) do not work:
Check bulb.
Right circuit:
1) Check for 6V on dark green wire to
light.
2) Check for ground on black wire to
light assembly.
Left circuit:
1) Check for 6V on dark brown wire to
light.
2) Check for ground on black wire to
light assembly.
Right and left circuits do not work:
1) Check for 6V on brown/white wire to
flasher switch on left handlebar.
2) Check for 6V on brown wire to flasher
relay.
3) Replace flasher relay.
4) Replace flasher switch.
Oil warning light does not work.
Replace bulb.
Replace oil level switch.

c. Check for oil warning light circuit as
follows:

Battery

Fuse

r-Je ©J

DO—jpJrHZh

Oil level gauge
Br
Gy

Main switch

Gy

i
R

I
-Wire harness

J1_FB7R—
Gy

r^

Oil warning light

1. Check wires for breaks,
a. Main switch
Switch

Tester

Tester reading

position

connection

( V. position)
0

=

^

R & Gy

l os
Good

ON

R & Br

Oil level gauge
Hold the level gauge in a vertical positin, and lower the float to the lowest
position. With the float in this position,
there should be continuity between B
and Gy (the tester reading is zero). If
not, contact points are considered to be
faulty or inner parts are broken. Smooth
away contact points with a sandpaper
(#600) or oil stone.

H
0

[ 00°J
IMG

Same as above Same as a b o v e

Wire harness
1)Gy(D) on the main switch side and
Gy(C) on the level gauge side.
2)Br(E) on the main switch side and
Br(B) on the level gauge side.
3) R(A) and R(E) between wire harnesses.
In any one of the above connections,
there should be continuity (the tester
reading is zero). If not, wires are consider to be broken.
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